JINA continued a partnership with the St. Joseph County Parks staff at St. Patrick’s Park in South Bend for an “Art Week” Camp. 16 students in grades 3-4 attended the camp which focused on a different branch of science each day. JINA staff led morning astronomy lessons with short experiments and demonstrations. A JINA artist led lesson inspired art projects. These efforts were complemented by park activities such as hikes, fishing, and kayaking.

It was amazing! Best camp I've ever been to

Above: Atmosphere puzzles
Left: Paper mache planets (complete with Uranus bug legs!)

Contact Information:
JINA Outreach
University of Notre Dame
(574) 631-5326
jinaout@nd.edu
www.JINAweb.org/html/events.html
http://www.sjcparks.org/stpats.html